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The Regular Meeting of the Lingle Town Council convened at 5:01pm, August 23, 2017 with Mayor
Siglin leading the pledge of allegiance. Upon roll call, the following were present, constituting a quorum:
Mayor:
George Siglin
Council Member:
Greg Asa
Kelly Greenwald
Paula Newcomb
Absent:
Joe Welte
There were also present:

Absent:

Clerk/Treasurer:
Deputy Clerk/Treasurer:
Asst. Town Supervisor:
Police Chief:
Town Attorney:
Town Supervisor:
Pool Manager:
LVFD Fire Chief:

Michele Sussex
Nakisha Garner
Jeremy Ochsner
Endra Moen
Greg Knudsen
Larry Haeffelin
Brandi Hill
Kasey Bangerter

Mayor Siglin welcomed all to the meeting and thanked them for being present.
CM Asa moved to approve the agenda as presented. CM Greenwald voiced a second and the motion
carried without dissent.
CM Greenwald moved to approve the minutes of the August 9, 2017 regular council meeting, with the
addition of changing the wording under UNFINISHED BUSINESS “pool expenses” to “pool and movie in the
park projector.” CM Newcomb offered a second and the measure passed unanimously.
LAW ENFORCEMENT: PC Moen reported one hundred and three (103) incidents. She reported going
to the range to keep current on qualifications, and gave council a quote for traffic signs. She also thanked CM
Newcomb, Mayor Siglin and our maintenance crew for their outstanding help with the eclipse traffic. She
reported many thanks from visitors regarding the outstanding maintenance on Lingle’s beautiful park, and thanks
for not charging exorbitant prices to visitors for parking in Lingle to view the eclipse. She announced that she
heard only positive and good feedback from eclipse visitors, with no negative feedback from anyone, and no
major incidents.
POOL: Although PM Hill was absent, it was noted from Mayor Siglin that the pool had an outstanding
weekend and eclipse day. Attendance was up and eclipse day was very positive from everyone in attendance.
Council by unanimous decision is keeping the Lingle pool open until September 8, 2017.
ADMINISTRATION: CT Sussex announced the first half of State Direct Distribution has come in. She
is continuing to work on getting the requirements together for the WBC grant. GCEDC approved the grant for
$20k for the Legion/Community Center. She reported that she received a scholarship for $500 to attend the
WAMCAT conference in Riverton, and she found an outlet to recycle eclipse viewing glasses. She announced

that she has received multiple phone calls from eclipse visitors thanking Lingle for their hospitality and kindness;
feedback from the eclipse visitors was all very positive.
MAINTENANCE: ATS Ochsner reported they continue to pour concrete and work on street
maintenance. They switched all the light bulbs in town hall to a more efficient bulb. He reported the silent
crossing for the RR will begin the middle of September. He also reported they will start the annual water
chlorinating soon.
A variance was discussed, however after visiting with the resident; the variance will be pushed out to a
later date.
Mayor Siglin advised at 5:40pm he was recessing the regular meeting so Council could go into executive
session.
Mayor Siglin reconvened the regular meeting at 7:10pm. Delinquent utility accounts, personnel issues
and pending litigation were all discussed. At this point Mayor Siglin announced that most towns in WY, equaling
the size of Lingle, had only one Council meeting a month and asked our Council to consider this.
Mayor Siglin adjourned the meeting at 7:14pm
SEAL

ATTEST

_________________________
CT Michele V. Sussex

_________________________
Mayor George Siglin

